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Preliminary results in this analysis show that in SKwKwti7mesh there is a resetting of the 
beginning of a stress domain when a strong suffix is attached to a root. This verifIes a 
prediction made by Watt (2000) that strong suffIxes are the second half of a prosodic 
compound. This is clear since the acoustic correlates of stress; namely, length, pitch and 
amplitude, are statistically the same on the vowel of a root whether or not a strong suffIX 
is attached to it. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem 

In SKwKwti7mesh there are stress attracting suffIXes. When these suffIxes are attached to roots, adjacent 
stresses are permitted. This shows that a strong suffIX has its own prosodic head and that it is the second half 
of a prosodic compound. Some questions which arise as a result-are as follows: (i) what is perceived as stress 
in S~wti7mesh?, (ii) is the stress on a strong suffIX different from the stress on a morphologically simplex 
stem? and (iii) is there stress on a monosyllabic root when a strong suffIX is attached to it? The last question is 
the central to this paper and the first two questions will be answered in this pursuit. 

1.2 Background stress facts t 

In S~wti7mesh the fIrst syllable of a morphologically simplex word is stressed if it contains a full vowel. 
The following bisyllabic words show that stress falls word initially. 

(1) a. 

b. 
[sianay'] 
[mExai] 

<slhfulaY'> 

<mfKalh> 

'lady' 

'black bear' 

As is typical cross-linguistically, schwa tends to resist being stressed in S~wti7mesh.2 When the initial 
vowel in a bisyllabic word is a schwa and the fmal vowel is something other than schwa, stress falls on the 
fmal non-schwa vowel. 

(2) a. 
b. 

[w~naxW] 

[sqW~may'] 

<wemlKw> 

<skwemay'> 

'true/truth' 

'dog' 

* Skwz;.wu7mesh is a Coast Salish language spoken in the Burrard Inlet and Howe Sound area around Vancouver, British Columbia. 
There are fewer than twenty native speakers left. We would like to thank our Skwz;.w67mesh consultant LB for sharing his 
langauge, and for his incredible patience and encouragement. Thank you also to the Squamish research group: Leora Bar-el, Henry 
Davis, Carrie Gillon. Peter Jacobs and Martina Wiltschko. Thanks also to Strang Burton, Laura Downing, Bryan Gick and Suzanne 
Urbanczyk. This research is funded by SSHRCC grant #410-951-519 to Henry Davis. Any errors are the authors'. 

1 See Bar-el and Watt (2000) for an analysis of the stress facts. . 

2 Schwa is never stressed in other Salish languages like St'at'imcets (Lillooet). Lushootseed. Cowichan and Musqueam to name a 
few (Shaw &Roberts 1994, Urbanczyk 1996, Bianco 1996, Shaw et a1. 1999). 
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In a bisyllabic word with only schwas, stress falls on the leftmost schwa. 

(3) a. 

b. 
[xat~'1] 

[wax~s] 

<~ete7> 

<we~es> 

'far' 

'frog' 

The following tri-syllabic roots indicate that SkwKwU7mesh builds trochaic feet interatively since secondary 
stress falls on the fmal syllable and primary stress falls on the initial syllable. 

(4) a. 
b. 

[sx6xoplt] 

[malalos] 

<shUhupit> 

<melalus> 

'rabbit' 

'raccoon' 

The basic stress rule is stress the leftmost full (i.e., non-schwa) vowel or schwa if there are no full vowels and 
alternating vowels thereafter. In other words, SkwKwU7mesh builds trochaic feet from left to right. The basic 
pattern is not always observed in SkwKwU7mesh. 

Weak suffIxes follow the basic pattern and strong suffIxes present some exceptions to the basic 
pattern since they are stress attracting. The descriptive rules with respect to these suffIxes are as follows: 

(5) 
WEAK SUFFIXES: 

STRONG SUFFIXES: 

never receive primary stress when preceded by a root 
which contains a full vowel 
receive primary stress without exception 

When the weak suffIxes are attached to a root, the basic stress pattern is observed and when the strong suffIXes 
are attached to a root the basic pattern is not observed. The lexical suffIXes -ach 'hand' and -us 'face' are not 
attracting stress. Notice in (6) and (7) that in words containing these lexical suffIXes, the basic stress pattern is 
observed. 

(6) -ach 'hand' (7) -us 'face' 
a. <ts'lhulhach> a. <kixus> 

~ts'bi=atS ~qEX=:lS 
cold=hand =face 
[ts'i6iatj] [qtX:ls] 

'having cold hands' 'blind' 

b. <t'u7ach> b. <ts' esp'i7us> 
~t':l'1=ats. -Vts ' ~sp' e'1=:)s 

sprain=hand ugly=face 
[t'6'1atj] [ts':;lsp'e'1:ls] 

'sprained wrist/hand' 'ugly faced' 

c. <chichipach> c. <chichipus> 
tJetJip=atS tJetJip=:ls 
ticklish =hand ticklish=face 
[tJetSipatJ] [tSetSip3s] 
'ticklish hand' 'ticklish face' 

The strong suffIXes -ullh 'young specimen' and -alh 'times/instances' are stress ~ttracting. Notice that when 
these suffIXes are attached to roots, the basic stress pattern is not observed. We would expect a word like (8a) 
to have stress on the fIrst syllable, but instead the fmal syllable is stressed. In (8b-d) we would expect primary 
stress to fall on the fIrst syllable and secondary stress to fall on the fmal syllable, but instead primary stress 
faUs on the fmal syllable. 
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(8) -ullh 'young specimen' (9) -alh 'times/instances' 
a. <pushullh> a. <kw'inalh> 

"p~S='bli "kw'en=ai 

cat=young.specimen how.many=times 
[p~J?6a] [kW'emft] 

'kitten' 'how many times' 

b. <mixalhullh> <upenalh> 
"mExai='blt -v?open=ai 

bear=young.specimen ten=times/instances 
[ mExai?~1i] [?op~n:H] 

'cub' 'ten times' 

c. <sixwalhullh> <an7us=alh> 
-vsexwai=?~lt -v?an?os=ai 

child=young.specimen two=times/instances 
[sexwai?6lt] [nm?os€ti] 

'young child' 'two times' 

d. <musmusullh> 
-vmosm~s=?~li 
cow=young.specimen 
[ mosm~s?~1i] 

'caW 

The words in (10) all have two adjacent stresses. From the basic stress pattern we would expect these words to 
surface with one stress on the second syllable; however, they surface with a stress on the second and third 
syllable. 

(10) a. <skwemay'ullh> 

-vsq w ~may'=6lt 
dog=young.specimen 
[sqW~ma,y'6li] 

'puppy' 

b. <stekiw'ullh> 
"st~qew'=~li 
horse=young.specimen 
[st~qew'6li] 

'colt' 

The basic stress pattern predicts words with four syllables to surface with primary stress on the first syllable 
and secondary stress on the third syllable. Instead, primary stress surfaces on the fmal syllable. Again, as is 
illustrated by the data in (11), strong suffIxes always bear stress, even if it means stressing adjacent syllables. 
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(11) a. <sxuxupitullh> 
"sxoxopet=~lt 
rabbit=young.specimen 
[ sxoxopet?61i] 

'baby rabbit' 

b. <xax7utsenalh>3 
"xaXlotsan=ai 
four=timesfinstances 
[xaXlotsanai] 
'four times' 

Following Czaykowska-Higgins (1998), Watt (2000) proposes that these suffIxes are in two different 
morphological domains. The Proposed structure is outlined below. 

(12) Morphological Structure 4 

[[[ -v'ROOT]MR WEAK1]MS [[STRONG 2] MR.JMSJMW 

MR=morphological root 
MS=morphological stem 
MW=morphological word 

This structure is motivated by historical evidence, synchronic evidence and evidence from Moses Columbia, 
an Interior Salish language. Watt's basic claim is that weak suffIxes are part of the same domain for stress 
assignment as the MR and strong suffIxes begin a new domain for stress assignment. This analysis predicts 
that (i) when strong lexical suffIxes attach to mono-syllabic roots, the root should be stressed and (ii) the 
acoustic correlates of stress on a root should look similar whether or not a strong suffIx is attached to it. 

1.3 Predictions 

The purpose of this paper is to test a prediction made by Watt (2000) in her claim that the stress domain resets 
with the addition of strong suffIxes. The strongest prediction she makes in this paper is that monosyllabic 
words have stress when strong suffIxes are attached to them. The prediction that roots should look the same 
whether or not they have a suffIx attached to them will also be discussed briefly and, lastly, a discussion of the 
acoustic correlates of stress with respect to fa! and lui will be discussed as a lead up to answering both of these 
questions. 

2 Experiment 

An experiment was conducted in order to test the predictions that monosyllabic roots are stressed even when 
stress attracting suffIxes are attached to them and that the vowels contained in roots are the same acoustically 
whether or not there is a suffIx attached to the particular root. In this pursuit vowel length, amplitude and pitch 
were examined in various positions. 

2.2 Participant 

For this preliminary study LB, a native speaker of SkwKwt'i7mesh was chosen. LB is male, he is in his late 
60' s, he is fluent in English and he is literate in SkwKwti 7mesh and English. 

2.2 Materials 

In the fIeld, a Marantz portable tape recorder was used to record the stimuli. The recordings were digitised 
using PC Utility and analysed using PCQuirer signal analysis software. Lastly, Stat View statistics software 
was used for the statistical analyses. 

3 It is unclear at this point why stress is irregular in the root. Note that the root has also surfaced with a schwa in the first syllable. 
4 

Although the distinction between morphological structure and phonological structure has been motivated in the literature (Czaykowska-

Higgins 1998, Downing 1999). these domains are completely isomorphic in S~wu7mesh. 
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2.3 Methods 

There are several steps involved in answering the question of whether or not a mono-syllabic root bears stress 
when it is attached to a strong lexical suffix. To answer this question it is necessary to analyse the acoustic 
correlates of both stressed and stressless vowels in mono-morphemic or highly grammatisized words of 
varying length, and the acoustic correlates of vowels contained in strong suffIxes. Length, F0 and amplitude 
of phonemic fa! and lui will be measured. 5 This study focus' on lui and fa! for two reasons. First of all, 
vowels have an intrinsic fundamental frequency (F0) (Ohala & Euke11987; Maddiesson 1997) so using only 
vowels of the same quality can be allows us to control for this. Secondly, the strong suffIXes analysed in this 
study contain these vowels. Other variables which were considered in constructing the word list are (i) number 
of syllables in the word, (ii) which syllable contains the vowel being analysed and (iii) whether the vowel is 
contained within a strong suffIx. More than one token of each word was collected. Since there are many 
bisyllabic and monosyllabic words, two tokens of each of these words were collected. On the contrary, 
morphologically simplex trisyllabic words do not exist, but there are a few trisyllabic words which are highly 
grammatisized. As a result of their rarity, fIve tokens of each of these words were collected. In constructing 
the list of stimuli, careful attention was also paid to selecting words without glottalized consonants as these are 
known to have a pitch affect on adjacent vowels. A quotative construction is an ideal carrier sentence for the 
stimuli since there is a distinct pause before and after the word of interest and thus the stress pattern is not 
affected. The carrier sentences is as follows: 

(13) cut lha Lisa 
'Lisa said 

kwi chelaklh 
yesterday' 

The context for the sentence is that Lisa is a baby learning to talk and the speaker is telling someone about all 
the new words Lisa learned. LB, the S~wU7mesh speaker, read the sentence outlined in (13) containing the 
words in the list in fIve below. These words are organised by number of syllables, vowel quality and whether 
or not they contain a strong suffIx. For the words containing strong suffIXes, the root alone was also collected 
for comparative purposes. 

(14) S~wU7mesh Stimuli6 

ORTHOGRAPY IPA TRANSLA nON REps 
1. ilhen ei:}n 'eat' 2x 
2. weKes wex,es 'frog' 2x 
3. skenu7 sk:}n6'l 'kind of dog' 2x 
4. paJ.kw palq'W 'sprain' 2x 
5. naxch naxtS 'hand' 2x 
6. ha7lh ha'llh 'good' 2x 
7. takw taqW 'to drink' 2x 
8. natlh natlh 'morning' 2x 
9. push poS 'cat' 7x 
10. nukw noqW 'noon time' 2x 
11. fuus Ihos 'slide down' 2x 
12. fuukw Ihokw 'be out of the way' 2x 
13. kwu7s kwo'ls 'spring salmon' 2x 
14. slhanay' slaney' 'woman' 2x 
15. tala7 J Hila'l 'money' 2x 
16. sata7 sata? 'aunt' 2x 
17. skakel sqaqk:}1 'one baby' 2x 
18. maka7 maqa? 'snow' 2x 
19. miKafu mex,ai 'black bear' 2x 
20. makwam makwam 'swamp' 2x 

5 The vowel luI has two allophones: [0] and [u]. The vowel [u] surfaces only in unstressed positions and [0] surfaces elsewhere (see 

Bar-el and Watt 1998 for further discussion). 

6 The list of words has been constructed from data which was previously collected by the primary author and Kuipers' (1967) 
Squamish grammar. 
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21. kwupits kWopits 'elder sibling' 2x 
22. shupen S6p~n 'to whistle' 2x 
23. musmus m6sm~s 'cow' 2x 
24. susem s6s~m 'smell/stink' 2x 
25. shukwa7 S6kwa7 'sugar' 2x 
26. upen 'l6p~n 'ten' 2x 
27. lulum 161~m 'sing' 2x 
28. an7us 'lan'los 'two' 2x 
29. s7atsus s'latsos 'face' 2x 
30. kiKus qEXOS 'blind' 2x 
31. an7usk 'lan'losk 'two o'clock' 2x 
32. itut 'litot 'sleeping' 2x 
33. shuhupit sxoxopet 'rabbit' 5x 
34. melalus malalos 'raccoon' 5x 
35. t'akw'usach t'akw'osatS 'seven' 5x 
36. kw'in kW'en 'how many' 2x 
37. ,KaK7utsen X~x76ts~n 'four' 5x 
38. an7us 'lan'los 'two' 2x 
39. 7upen 'lopen 'ten' 2x 
40. swika7 sWEqa'l 'man' 2x 
41. IniKalh mExai 'black bear' 2x 
42. sk;wemay' sqw~may' 'dog' 2x 
43. stekiw' st~qew' 'horse' 2x 
44. hew' it xaw'et 'rat' 2x 
45. k'winalh kW'en=ai 'how many times' 2x 
46. Ka,K7utsenalh X~x'lots~n=ai 'four times' 2x 
47. an7usalh 'lan'los=ai 'two times' 2x 
48. upenalh 'lopen=ai 'ten times' 2x 
49. swika7ullh sWeqa'l=o1i 'youngman' 2x 
50. IniKalhullh mexai=oH 'cub' 2x 
51. sk;wemay'ullh skw~may'=6H 'puppy' 2x 
52. stekiw'ullh st~qew'=6li 'barn' 2x 
53. shuhupitullh sxoxopet=6li 'bunny' 2x 
54. slhen'yullh sieny=oli 'young woman' 2x 
55. pushullh poS=oli 'kitten' 5x 
56. xew'itullh xaw'wet=6li 'babyraf 2x 
57. kelakela 7ullh k~lak~la=o1i 'baby crow' 2x 
58. melkwullh m~Qw=6Ii 'baby lynx' 2x 

The first six and the last four tokens of this list were discarded. 

(15) Organisation of Stimuli 
MONOSYLLABIC BISYLLABIC TRISYLLABIC SUFFIXES 

palqllW sianey' sxoxopet kWllen=ai 

naxtS tala'l malalos X~x'lots~n=ai 

ha'llh sata'l t'akw'osatf 'lan'los=ai 
taqW sqaqk~l X~x'l6ts~n 'lopen=ai 
natlh maqa'l sWeqa'l=oli 

poS mexai mexai=6li 
noqW makWam skw~may'=6H 

Ihos kW6pits st~qew'=6li 

IhokW 
S6p~n sxoxopet=o1i 

kwo'ls m6sm~s sieny=oll 

7 
Only the final syllable of this word was considered. 



kWllen s6s~m xaw'wet=6H 

S6kWa? poS=6H 
?6p~n 

161~m 

s?atsos 

qexos 
?an?osk 

'litot 

?an?os 

?6pen 

5x [a] <5 1= 9x [aJ <5 I = 2x [a] 4x at 
5x [0] <51= 8x [0] <5 I = Ix [0] 7x 6H 

<52= 6x [a] <52= Ix [a] 
<52= 5x [0] <52= 2x [0] 

<53= Ix[a] 
<53= 1x[0] 

In the acoustic analysis, the length of the vowel in ms was calculated consistently conservatively, the F0 was 
calculated at the half way point of every vowel and the amplitude was calculated by finding the point of 
greatest intensity in each vowel. Measuring the F0 at the half way point in a vowel is consistent, however, 
this measurement failed to capture the fact that the suffix <ullh> triggers an extreme rise in pitch within the 
first 40-60 ms of the vowel. A standard ANOVA was the statistical method used in calculating the results of the 
experiment. 

3 Results 

3.1 Length 

3.1.1 lal 

The mean length of the vowel fa! in the frrst syllable of a bisyllabic word is 21 L750ms, while the mean length 
of the same vowel in syllable. two ofa bisyllabic word is 114.571. These are statistically different since the P
Value is .0001. The mean length of a monosyllabic word containing fa! is 223.667ms. The mean of a length 
of fa! in all three syllables of a trisyllabic word are 187.600ms, 125.200ms and 164.200ms from syllable one 
to three. Lastly, the length of the vowel in the strong suffiX <alh> is 227.25Oms. Syllable one of both the 
bisyllabic and the trisyllabic word, the monosyllabic word and the vowel contained in the strong suffix are 
statistically the same. The P-Values range from .0813 and .3114. Syllable two ofa bisyllabic and a trisyllabic 
word are statistically the same since the P-Value is .5268. Syllable two and three of a trisyllabic word have a 
P-Value of .0591 so they are statistically the same. Syllable one and three oftri-syllabic are statistically the 
same since the P-Value is .2529. The statistics involving length of the syllable fa! in all positions are 
illustrated in the following charts. 
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(16) 

Means Table for Some of ms 

Effect: Some of Vowels 

Count Mean SId. Dev. 

alh 8 227.250 12.151 

bU_a 20 211.750 39.459 

bi_2_a 14 114.571 25.065 

mono_a 9 223.667 48.485 

tri_1_a 5 187.600 5.857 

tri_2_a 5 125.200 26.281 

1ri_3_a 5 164.200 4.712 

Interaction Bar Plot for Some of ms 

Effect: Some of Vowels 
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3.1.2 lui 

The mean length of the vowel lui in the fIrst syllable of a bisyllabic word is 173.357ms and the mean length of 
the second syllable ofa bisyllabic word is 108.200ms. These are statistically different since the P-Value is 
.0001. The mean length of lui in a monosyllabic word is 184.222. As seen with la!, the vowel contained in 
the fIrst syllable of a bisyllabic word is statistically the same as the vowel in the monosyllabic word. The mean 
length of lui in all three positions of a trisyllabic word are 250.600ms, 127.00ms and 129.600ms from syllable 
one to three. Syllable one is statistically different from syllables two and three, however, syllables two and 
three are statically the same. Unlike with la!, the vowel contained in syllable one of a trisyllabic is statistically 
different from the vowel contained in syllable one of a bisyllabic word and a monosyllabic word. The mean 
length of the vowel in the strong sufflx <ulIh> is 297.083ms. This vowel is statistically different from the 
same vowel in all other positions. The statistics are illustrated in the charts bellow. 

(17) 
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Fisher's PLSDfor Some of rns 

Effect: Some of Vowels 
Significance Level: 5 % 
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The mean pitch of fa! when it is in the ftrst syllable of a bisyllabic word is 142.300hz and 105.214hz when it is 
in the second syllable. With respect to pitch, these vowels are statistically different since the P-Value is .0001. 
The mean pitch of the vowel fa! in a monosyllabic word is 136.222hz and the mean pitch of the vowel 
contained in the strong suffix <a1h> is 140.625hz. The mean pitch of /a! in the frrst syllable of a bisyllabic 
word, in a monosyllabic word and in <a1h> is are statistically the same. The mean pitch of the vowel/a! in all 
three positions ofa trisyllabic word is 156.00hz, 122.400hz and 107.800hz from syllable one to three. The 
mean pitch of these vowels are statistically different. Although the ftrst syllable of trisyllabic word has the 
highest mean pitch, it is statistically different from the mean pitch of the ftrst vowel in a bisyllabic word, the 
vowel in a monosyllabic word and the vowel in the strong sufftx <alh>. The statistics are shown below. 
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Means Tab Ie for 80m e of FO 
Effect: Som e of Vowels 

Count Mean Sid Dev Std Err 

alh 

bU_a 

bL2_a 

mono_a 

IrL1_a 

IrL2_a 

IrL3_a 

208 

8 140.625 

20 142.300 

14 105.214 

9 136.222 

5 156.000 

5 122.400 

5 107.800 

12.478 4.412 

11.430 2.556 

6.818 1.822 

15.975 5.325 

12.767 5.710 

11.459 5.124 

5.263 2.354 



Interaction Bar Plot for Some of FO 
Effect: Some of Vowels 
Error Bars: ± 1 Standard Devlatlon(s) 
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The mean pitch of the vowel lui in the frrst syllable ofa bisyllabic word is 144.643hz and 104.500hz in the 
second syllable. These are statistically different. The mean pitch of the same vowel in a monosyllabic word is 
149.333hz. The vowel lui in the strong suffIX <ullh> has a mean pitch of 152.500hz. The mean pitch of the 
vowels in all three syllables ofa trisyllabic word are 144.200hz, 103.200hz and 152.500hz from syllable one 
to three. With respect to pitch the frrst vowel of the bisyllabic word, the frrst vowel of the trisyllabic word, the 
vowel in the monosyllabic word and the vowel in the strong suffix <ullh> are statistically the same. The pitch 
of the vowel lui in the second syllable of a bisyllabicword and the second and third syllable of a trisyllabic 
word are also statistically the same. The statistics are shown the following charts. 
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Means Table for Sam e of FO 

Effect: Some of Vowels 

Count Mean Std Dev 

bU_u 

bi_2_u 

mono_u 

trL1_u 

trL2_u 

IrL3_u 

ullh 

14 

10 

10 

5 

5 

5 

12 

144.643 14.227 

104.500 9.698 

150.600 12.186 

144.200 18.199 

109.800 15.991 

103.200 8.438 

152.500 11.091 

lnte ractlon Bar Plot for Som e of FO 
Effect: Some of Vowels 
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3.3 Amplitude 

3.3.1 fa! 

The mean amplitude of fa! in syllable one and two of a bisyllabic word are 480.400db and 155.00db 
respectively. The mean amplitude of same vowel in a monosyllabic word is 484.333db. The mean amplitude 
of the vowel in the strong suffIX <a1h> is 396.375db. The mean amplitude of syllables one through three in 
trisyllabic words are 265.00db, 203.800db and 80.400db respectively. The amplitude of the frrst vowel in the 
bisyllabic word and the vowel in the monosyllabic word are statistically the same. Although the vowel in the 
strong suffIX <a1h> has a high mean amplitude compared second and third syllable of the longer words, it is 
still statistically different from the vowel in syllable one of the bisyllabic word and the vowel in the 
monosyllabic word. The comparisons are illustrated in the following charts. 
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Means Table for Some of amp 
Effect:Some ofVowe!s 

COUllt Mean Std Dev Sid Err 

alh 

bU_a 

bL2_a 

mono_a 

trU_a 

trL2_a 

trL3_a 

6 

20 

14 

9 

5 

5 

5 

396.375 

460.400 

155.000 

484.333 

265.600 

203.800 

80.400 

91.625 32.394 

97.609 21.826 

56.415 15.077 

116.648 38.863 

88.856 39.737 

49.464 22.121 

29.382 13.140 

Inta ractlon Bar Plot for Sam a of am p 
Effect: Some of Vowels 
Error Bars: ± 1 Standard Devlatlon(s) 
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Fis he r's PLSD for Sam e of am p 
Effect: Some of Vowels 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff Crit Diff P-Value 
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The mean amplitude of the vowel lui in the first syllable of a bisyllabic word is 376.643db and the mean 
amplitude of the same vowel in the second syllable of a bisyllabic word is 90.900db. The mean amplitude of 
lui in a monosyllabic word is 348.222db. The flrst vowel of the bisyllabic word and the vowel in the 
monosyllabic word are statistically the same with respect to amplitude. The mean amplitude of the vowels in 
syllable one through three in a trisyllabic word are 216AOOdb, 59.699db and 70AOOdb respectively. The 
vowel in syllable one of the trisyllabic word is statistically distinct from the vowel in the monosyllabic words 
and the vowel in the fIrst syllable of the bisyllabic words. The vowels in syllables two and three of the 
polysyllabic words are statistically the same with respect to amplitude. The mean amplitude of the vowel 
contained in the strong sufflX <ullh> is 144.667db. This is statistically different from the frrst vowel in the 
bisyllabic word and the vowel in the monosyllabic word. These statistics are illustrated in the following 
charts. 

(21) 

Means Table for Sam e of am p 

Effect: Some of Vowels 

Count Mean Sid Dev Sid Err 

bi_1_u 

bi_2_u 

mono_u 

Iri_1_u 

Iri_2_u 

Iri_3_u 

ullh 

212 

14 

10 

10 

5 

5 

5 

12 

376.643 

90.900 

359.100 

216.400 

59.600 

70.400 

144.667 

98.091 26.216 

30.613 9.744 

73.340 23.192 

70.131 31.363 

32.176 14.390 

56.119 25.097 

47.060 13.585 



Inte racllon Bar Plot for 80m e of am p 
Effect: Som e of Vowels 
Error Bars: ± 1 Standard Deviatlon{s) 
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Since monosyllabic words containing fa! consistently pattern with the flIst vowel of a bisyllabic word which is 
stressed, monosyllabic words must also be stressed, With respect to monosyllabic and bisyllabic words, the 
mean length pitch and amplitude for a stressed fa! is approximately 210.00ms to 225.00ms, 136.00hz to 
142.00hz and 480.00db to 485.00db. The strong suffIx <alh> has a consistently high mean with respect to all 
three measurements, but it patterns statistically with the flIst vowel of a bisyllabic root and the vowel in the 
monosyllabic root with respect to length and pitch only. The flIst vowel in a trisyllabic word has a higher 
mean then vowels two and three with respect to length, pitch and amplitude; however, this vowel is 
statistically the same as the flIst syllable of a bisyllabic word and the vowel in monosyllabic words only in its 
length. Although there are some differences in syllables two and three of a trisyllabic words with respect to 
mean measurements, they are consistently statistically the same. Since the fmal two vowels of a trisyllabic 
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word and the fmal vowel of a bisyllabic word are consistently lower than the fIrst syllable, it seems that these 
vowels are ether stressless or carry some kind of secondary stress. The mean with respect to length, pitch and 
amplitude of vowels with "non-primary" stress are as follows: the mean length is 114.00ms to 164.00ms, the 
mean pitch is anywhere from 107.00hz to 122.00hz and the mean amplitude is anywhere from 80.00db to 
203.00db. 

3.4.2 lui 

As is the case with laI, the fIrst lui in a bisyllabic word and the lui in a monosyllabic word are consistently the 
same statistically. The mean length, pitch and amplitude for a stressed lui in these positions is 173.00ms to 
185.00ms, 144.00hz to 149.00hz and 348.00db to 376.00db. With respect to length and amplitude, the first 
vowel in a trisyllabic word and the vowel in the strong suffIX <ullh> are considerably longer. It appears, 
therefore, that the vowels in these positions also carry primary stress even though they are statistically 
different from the same vowel in the fIrst syllable of a bisyllabic word and a mono-syllabic word. However, 
both the fIrst vowel in a trisyllabic word and the vowel in the strong SUffIX, <ullh> pattern with the fIrst vowel 
of a bisyllabic word and the vowel in a monosyllabic word with respect to pitch. The mean measurements with 
respect to "non-primaryU stress as represented by the second syllable of a bisyllabic word and the second and 
third syllables of trisyllabic words are 108.00ms to 129.00ms, 103.00hz to 109.00hz and 59.00db to 90.00db. 

4 Roots and Strong Suffixes 

In order to see whether or not the vowel contained within a monosyllabic word has stress when a strong suffIX 
is attached to it, it is necessary to look at the vowel quality compare the acoustic correlates; namely, length, 
pitch and amplitude, of the both the vowel in the bare root and the root with a suffIX attached to it. It is also 
necessary to compare this with the mean of all three measures in the various positions discussed. Notice in 
table (22)that the numbers look similar when comparing the bare form and the suffIXed form and the suffIXed 
form to the mean of the monosyllabic words containing lui. 

(22) 

VOWEL 

ms FO amp 
push (1) 179 163 478 
push (2) 176 ,145 478 
push (3) 202 148 482 
push (4) 179 156 431 
push (5) 180 157 406 

push=ullh( 1 ) 173 164 437 
push=ullh(2) 180 143 388 
push=ullh(3) 176 137 348 
push=ullh( 4) 174 136 361 
push=ullh( 5) 164 134 310 

mono-u (mean) 184 149 348 

bisyllabic (J-l (mean) 173 144 376 
bisyllabic (J-2 (mean) 108 104 90 

Crucially, the vowel in the monosyllabic root does not resemble that of a vowel contained in syllable two of a 
bisyllabic word. In fact, the vowel contained in <push> is statistically the same whether or not it has a strong 
sufftx attached to it. The following charts demonstrate that the length of the vowel lui in <push> is the same 
whether or not a suffIX is attached. 
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(23) 

Means Table for ms 
Effect: root 

Count Mean Std. Dev. 
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Interaction Bar Plot for ms 
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Error Bars: ± 1 Standard Devlatlon{s} 
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As is demonstrated below, the pitch of the vowel in <push> is also statistically the same whether or not it has a 
strong suffIX attached to it. 

(24) 

Means Table for FO 
Effect: root 

Interaction Bar Plot for FO 

Effect: root 
Error Bars: ± 1 Standard Devlatlon(s, 
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Fls he r's PLSD for FO 

Efte ct: root 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff. Crit. DifL P-Value 

push, push_ullh 1...-_-7_.4_0_°.1..1--..:;2:..;,.4:..;,..69.;..;3;...11_ ....... 5:..;,.0.;..;91;...11 

As is illustrated below, the amplitude is also statistically the same. 

(25) 

M aans Tabla for am p 

Effa ct: root 

Inte ractlon Bar Plot for am p 

Efte ct: root 
Error Bars: ± 1 Standard Devlatlon(s} 
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These preliminary results support Watt's (2000) claim that there is a resetting of the stress domain with the 
addition of a strong suffIxes. These preliminary results also indicate that mono-syllabic words have stress 
when they are attached to strong suffIxes. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper has explored the acoustic correlates of stress with respect to fa! and lui in S~wU7mesh. The 
results show that length, pitch and amplitude are relevant when distinguishing primary and secondary stress; 
however, in tri-syllabic words the distinction between secondary stress and tertiary stress is less clear. It is 
also unclear whether the last syllable of a bisyllabic word patterns with the second or third syllable of a tri
syllabic word. This paper has also shown that the length, pitch and amplitude of a monosyllabic word when a 
suffIx is attached to it is the same as the mean of all three correlates of a monosyllabic word. This supports the 
claim made in Watt (2000) that there is a resetting of the stress domain with the addition of strong suffIxes. 
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Appendix A: Key to Skw.!wu7mesh Orthography 

Ortho2raphy IPA Orthography IPA 
p P kw 

k
W 

p' pi! kw' 
kU

w 

m m xw w x 
m' mil k q 
t t k' qll 
t' til kw w q 
ts ts kw' qllW 

ts' tsll X X 
s s XW W 

X 
n n h h,x 

ch tS w w 

ch' tS11 y j 
sh S y' jll 
lh i e ~ 

tl' tIll i i,e,t: 

I 1 u u,o,~ 

k k a a 

k' kll 7 'l 
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